
JOHNS. AND JAMES L. KNIGHT FOUNDATION 
JOURNALISM INITIATIVES GRANT PROPOSAL 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this proposal. You will see it asks for iriformation that 
is both legally required and satisfies Knight Foundation policy. We want the proposal to be 
helpful both to you and the foundation. We welcome questions or concerns. 

Organization/institution legal name: MPT Foundation Inc. 

Other or previous operating name (aka/dba): Maryland Public Television 

Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN): EIN: 52-1224503 

Address: 11767 Owings Mills Blvd. 

City: Owings Mills 

State and ZIP: MD 21117 

County: 

Telephone: 

E-mail: jkrushinsky@mail.mpt.org 
Web site: www.mpt.org 

Fax: 

Name and title of CEO (Mr., Ms., Dr.): Robert J. Shuman/ President and Chief Executive 

Officer 

Name and title of primary contact, if different than CEO: Joe Krushinsky 

Primary contact's e-mail: jkrushinsky@mail.mpt.org 

Primary contact's telephone: 410.581.4297 

Will you be using a fiscal agent? Yes 

Fiscal Agent organization name: 

Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN): 

Contact name at fiscal agent: 

Address: 

City: 

State and ZIP: 

Telephone: 

E-mail: 

Fax: 

xO No (if no, please continue to page 

2) 



Journalism Initiatives Program Area Served: please check all that apply 

D X Press Freedom and Freedom oflnformation 

D Journalism Training and Education xD Electronic and New Media 

D News and Newsroom Diversity X News and Public Interest 

D Other Journalism (please describe): 

Purpose of grant (please use one sentence and no more than two lines): 

The purpose of the grant is to establish a media innovation "beat" to uncover innovative online tools to help better report elections and 

other public affairs stories for an online website initially distributed by pbs.org; PBS television interstitials, and eventually a thirty

minute weekly PBS television program. 

Total cost of project (from all sources): $:787,000 

Requested amount from Knight Foundation: $200,000 

Over how many years? Two 

Organization's annual operating budget: $ 28,000,000 

Number of employees: 150 

Organization's background, mission and history (use no more than two paragraphs): 

We envision a region of dynamic communities where people - informed, inspired and moved by insights gained through use ofMPT's 

public media services - engage in respectful dialog, develop common aspirations and together create a healthier and more vibrant 

society. 

Learning advances our society: children succeed, adults are renewed, communities benefit. Possibilities emerge, people connect and 

we are transformed. At MPT, we broaden horizons, lift spirits and engage our communities. We help build better lives and a better 

world. 
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JOHNS. AND JAMES L. KNIGHT FOUNDATION 
JOURNALISM PROPOSAL NARRATIVE 

Your proposal will be considered based on information you provide in this document. What you tell us here will 
be used to set our "baseline" expectations for the project. Please limit your answers to the space provided. 

1. Need: What journalistic or public need will the proposed project address? How was the need identified? 

Justice William Brennan wrote in New York Times v. Sullivan in 1964, the First Amendment provides that "debate on public issues ... 
[should be] ... uninhibited, robust, and wide-open." The intent of our website www.daily-download.com is to advance quality 
journalism and freedom of expression in a digital age by giving users a guide to what new tools are popular and useful on the web. 

Our plan is to encourage and support people's engagement with credible information for both personal and civic purposes while 
empowering those individuals to make informed choices. PBS.org has agreed to distribute the content and promote it. Team Sound 
and Video, a production company, is providing in-kind web and video creation and production for weekly video interviews. 

We identified a vacuum on the Web of information about the Web. We want our users, include the general public, journalists, 
entrepreneurs, and policy makers, to have a repository of newly offered sites including timely online tools to help them create better 
content, product offerings and policy, and make informed decisions. 

The content of the program and website www.daily-download.com will be focused on providing users with valuable insights, 
applications, and recommendations from the digital world in a multi-media and multi-platform service that will appeal to sizable and 
highly engaged audiences 

We would also utilize the website for an online discussion, responding to viewer questions as a method of keeping the dialogue going. 
The program would create a Facebook page, Twitter feed, and You Tube channel to give social media users an opportunity to weigh in 
as well and some of these comments would be featured as online and on-air graphics. 

The co-hosts and bloggers-in-chief-Howard Kurtz of Newsweek/The Daily Beast and Lauren Ashburn, former managing editor of 
Gannett Broadcasting and USA Today Live- would provide a road map of media innovation for both direct public participation and 
the use of other news organizations. 

All this would provide an overdue innovation for PBS.com, which has clearly lagged in fostering interaction with viewers, and fuel an 
effort to attract a younger audience. While YouTube questions have been used sporadically, notably in a handful of presidential 
debates, we would elevate it from the status of gimmick to an institutionalized feature of public broadcasting. 

2. Proposed Project: Briefly summarize the project for which Knight Foundation funding is requested. 
Relate the project to the needs identified above. 

Simply put, the Knight Foundation would fund a media innovation beat. Kurtz and Ashburn would outline media innovations for 
either direct public participation or for that of news organizations. We would use some of them ourselves for reporting and blogging 
purposes and would link to them from the site. Examples could include the Sunlight Foundations congressional widgets which are 
designed to increase transparency in govermnent. 

With an eye toward covering and dissecting the 20 I 0 elections and beyond, the site will give journalists and the public resources to 
better understand politicians' decision-making, past history, and positions on key issues with a constant focus on what their 
maneuverings and new offerings mean to the average consumer. 

DailyDownload will be a virtual town center for website and application creators, giving them a bigger audience and platform to help 
educate users and increase usage of these innovative tools. We will seek out voices that are important in understanding the Web. The 
site's reputation, and that of PBS, will serve as a lure. The overriding goal of the interviews is intelligent conversation that allows for 
the teasing out of ideas based on these media tools and a brisk exchange of views. 
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3. Project Activities and Timetable: Please list the most important project activities and provide a 
timetable showing when you will do them. (Example: To produce apples, starting on March 1, we 
will plant 100 saplings.) 

a.The online website will launch January 151
h, 2011 and will include a weekly media innovation 

segment 
b. The website will be distributed and marketed via pbs.org beginning January 15th, 2011. 
c.The interstitial segments will be fed out weekly to PBS stations beginning February 1, 2011 
d.We will continue fundraising until we have enough dollars to produce a full-fledged television 
show which we expect to launch in January 2012. 

4. Anticipated Outcomes: 
A. Direct results: Activities create outcomes. Please list what you expect will happen as a result of 

your activities. Tell us how you will substantiate your outcomes. (Example: Within two years, we 
expect 80% of the saplings will have grown into trees. We 'll snap a picture of them to show you. 
By the next year, we expect to have our first apple crop. We'll count the fruit-producing trees 
and the apples harvested) 

With our widespread distribution, we expect to grow audience quickly. The online NewsHour is 
among the most heavily visited websites of any PBS program with more than 500,000 unique 
weekly visitors. A million unique visitors come to usatoday.com each month. We will be tabulating 
web metrics on a weekly and monthly basis. 

B. Broader impact: Outcomes, in turn, create broader impacts. What larger things may happen as a 
result ofthis project? How will you demonstrate these broader impacts? (Example: Jn a few 
years, we hope to have an apple agribusiness that will not only be self-sufficient, but will provide 
subsidy to our educational center.) 

We expect that our web metrics will lift the overall pbs.org news portal and help it to become one of the most 
respected in the nation. With increased funding from sponsors and nonprofits, we will be able to make a great 
impact on viewers' understanding and knowledge of the Web and will attract a large number ofbloggers who 
will distribute our content across multiple platforms. 

With a 365-day a year broadcast season, multiple revenue streams for www.daily-downloadcom are possible -
and, indeed probable. It is our plan that these streams will include: 

• Advertising - we will maximize the value of the site without diminishing its look, feel or function. We 
will sell attractive and unobtrusive banner ads, screen wraps, pre-rolls and segment sponsorships. 

• Ancillaries - Daily Download should have a long ancillary tail. For example, we envision opportunities 
to publish a book that compiles user generated and blogger-debated lists, host an on-line contest to allow 
creative graphic designers to come up with a wearable logo, or serve as an incubator for home-made 
talent (e.g., we will try to find the next JibJab ). 

• Live events - we aspire to use social marketing and brand loyalty to take our programs offline and into 
live events - for example, a live "Daily Download Presents ... " series of events. 

• Added content - like many on-line sites, we will explore selling extra content or additional access to our 
sites or personalities via a small monthly subscription fee. 
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• Development of related websites - Based on the viewer interest in our different verticals for the site 
including education, pop culture, health etc., the most popular of these could spin off into their own 
stand alone sites. 

• Establishment of affiliate relationships - we will work to find syndication partners and other news 
organizations who will link to and promote our content and url. 

5. Assessment and evaluation: Who will evaluate your project? Will the evaluation be done in-house or 
by an outside consultant and/or a partner in the project? How will it be done? 

The website metrics of the project will be evaluated by an in-house team at pbs.org. MPT will monitor the use 
of interstitials by the stations. 

6. Risks: Please be frank about things that might go wrong. Does your organization have the capacity to do 
all the things you say you will do? Are staff changes on the horizon? Are there outside factors that could 
disrupt the project? What can be done to lessen those risks? 

We have the capacity to produce the website and interstitials. As far as gathering enough support to ultimately 
create a television show, we have several grants pending through our own media and corporate connections 
believe that we will raise the money needed. However, as we all know, the state of our economy could hamper 
our efforts. While it's impossible to predict the future, this project is a high priority for MPT, and Ashburn 
Media and its partners and will receive appropriate attention. 

7. Marketing: How will you get the message out about your project? Please be specific. 

Social media is a mandatory and intertwined part of DailyDowload. To gain, keep and engage our audience, we 
will hire a dedicated community engagement manager who will correspond regularly with viewers via email, 
IM, Skype and chats, and will host and encourage on-line discussion and engage the audience in all aspects of 
the project. 

This person - or persons - will be readily accessible, highly engaged, personable and interactive - s/he will be 
in constant contact with Lauren Ashburn and Howard Kurtz, who will be hosting the discussions that follow 
segments, prompting debate, engaging the community and encouraging the community to take our content viral. 

Online tactics that will be used to promote Daily Download will include: 
• Pushing-out posts and tweets about new content 
• Inviting user to submit questions and content 
• Creating and maintaining fan pages on Facebook for popular segments 
• Hosting meet ups and tweet-ups 
• Involving influential online bloggers - in doing so, we tap into their highly active and motivated 

audience to spread the word of DailyDownload online 
• Distributing segments widely 

In addition, we will be marketing via email distribution lists. 
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8. Qualifications: Why is your organization particularly qualified to address the identified need? 
Please place the work you do in context of work done by other organizations. 

MPT has experienced partners who have played successfully in the online space including Ashburn Media Co., 
Team Sound and Video, and PBS.org. 

MPT is qualified and has a rich history of handling the following for media projects: 
• Project management 
• Station relations 
• Social media management 
• Website production 
• Video and TV production 
• Content 
• Marketing 

Team Sound and Video located in Washington, DC, has produced dozens of series and specials for 
organizations some of the most popular television networks in America, including ABC, BBC America, BET, 
Bloomberg Television, CNN, Discovery Networks, ESPN, The History Channel, Lifetime, The National 
Geographic Channel, NBC, PBS, Smithsonian Showtime Networks and Travel Channel. Production services 
include location and studio production, digital audio post production, scoring, graphic design, animation and 
visual effects. It leads the region in high-definition production and post-production technologies 

Pbs.org is one of the preeminent news and information sites with 1 million unique users each month. 

We are not just an ordinary start-up. We have leveraged the assets of the nation's leading news providers to 
assist us in our efforts. 

9. Collaboration: How have you collaborated with others in developing this project? How will others 
participate in its implementation? Please identify project partners and explain the respective role of each. 
Attach letters indicating support or intent to participate. 

MPT will partner with PBS.org, Howard Kurtz and Team Sound and Vision, and Ashburn Media Company 

PBS.org will provide: 

• Hosting and bandwidth 
• 
• 

Inclusion in PBS' s video player and forthcoming news portal 
Promotions 

• Satellite time 

Ashburn Media Company will provide: 

• Executive Producer (Lauren Ashburn) 
• Host/Producer (Howard Kurtz, Newsweek/The Daily Beast) 
• Content Development 
• Producing, Research 
• Fundraising 
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• Distribution agreements 
• Marketing 

Team Video will provide: 

• Studio personnel and equipment 
• Set 
• Web development and maintenance 
• Web Metrics 
• Video pre and post production 
• Sales and marketing 
• Office space, computer, phone, IT support, furniture 
• Producers, production assistants, web manager, executive-in-charge of production 

MPT will provide: 
• On-air distribution of the Media Beat interstitials to PBS stations 
• Online and on-air promotion of the Media Beat videos 
• Uploading of Media Beat videos to PBS.org and its affiliated websites 

Howard Kurtz will be: 
• Online host 
• Daily blogger 

10. Other Support: Please list all other funding partners. Please specify their exact amounts of support, 
and whether funding is pending or committed. Include in-kind contributions as well. Important: 

All amounts, including the request to Knight Foundation, should add up to the project cost. 

The amounts below are for two year commitments: 

Team Sound and Vision: $300,000 in-kind 
Foundation for Media Innovation: $50K in-kind 
Howard Kurtz $50K in-kind 
Smart Energy: $50,000 pending 
McCormick Foundation: $12,000 pending 
MacArthur Foundation: Pending 
Pew Research Center: Pending 
The Herb Alpert Foundation: Pending 
Partridge Foundation: Pending 
John and Polly Guth Charitable Fund: Pending 
The Park Foundation: Pending 
Leadership Grants: $100,000 
International Women's Journalism Initiative: $20,000 pending 

Individual contributions: $5,000 

Knight Contribution: $200,000 

Total cost: $787, 000 
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11. Sustainability: How will you sustain the project after Knight Foundation funding has ended? Be 
specific about revenue sources. 

We plan to sustain the project using various revenue streams including but not limited to, advertising, live 
events, books, corporate and non-profit sponsorship. And, we will continue throughout the term to sell 
corporate sponsorships. 

12. Committee analysis: Knight's Journalism Advisory Committee requests you analyze your proposal by 
answering the following questions briefly and clearly. 

A. Does your proposed grant maximize resources? What percentage of your overall budget goes to 
overhead? How many dollars will you spend per person participating in your project? What other 
evidence of efficiency exists? 

18% of the budget goes to overhead. And, we anticipate that the cost per person based on the approximate 
$800,000 budget and the potential to reach 3M users on the web will be approximately $1.00. We base this on 
web metrics of similar projects at our partner sites. 

As for efficiency, our total in-kind budget equals $787,000. We are distributing video segments through PBS 
- 350 stations that reach 90% of the television audience. Our video and web production partner has convinced a 
virtual set company to design our set with minimal cash outlay. 

B. Does this proposal leverage industry or institutional dollars? If the request comes from a school 
of journalism, is the university as a whole behind the project? Does it contribute money? If the 
request proposes to train professional journalists, is there a "co-pay" of any kind? Is an industry 
contribution required? Are application forms used to ask news organizations about their commitment 
to training? What other evidence of leveraging exists? 

We believe we have, in a short period of time, convinced several proven leaders in the video and 
web space to work with us to provide valuable in-kind funds. We have outlined the roles each of 
the organizations will play (see 12A) 

C. What's the extent of Knight Foundation's support? If we have funded you over time, is the 
foundation's support increasing or decreasing as an overall percentage of program costs? If Knight 
funds were to go elsewhere, what would happen to the project? What is the capacity of the 
organization to raise funds from multiple sources? 

The Knight funds are integral to the start-up of the project. It is important seed money that will 
allow us to launch in time to cover the 2010 elections. While we would ultimately be able to launch 
the project, we would be significantly delayed without the grant. 

While Ashburn Media Company is one year-old, Lauren Ashburn' s responsibilities at Gannett 
Company included managing a multi-million dollar budget and wooing networks and website 
owners to fund video and web projects which she executive produced and hosted including a 13-part 
series called Debate about the policy issues of our time; documentaries for Discovery; and series for 
CBS News, WE TV, Versus, NBC Sports, and others. 
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MPT is committed to assisting Ashburn Media Company with identifying grant opportunities, 
potential advertisers and corporate sponsorships. 

D. Does the proposal build leadership in the field? Is your idea bold, new, or catalytic? Does it act in 
any way to nurture a new generation of leaders? Does it bring groups together into coalitions to 
advance or create a common agenda? Please explain. 

PBS.org has never created or distributed a web platform quite like this one. Our content is not 
available in one cohesive site. We plan to bring a younger and more diverse population (25-54) to 
an already diverse pbs.org. which reaches a significant number of minorities. 

We are also planning an educational component of the website which includes teaching tweens and 
parents about recently developed educational news sites and we '11 provide video lessons on how to 
use the web responsibly. We will arrange to distribute the segments through USA Today's 
education program which is in dozens of high school and college classrooms nationwide. 

E. Does the proposal increase the capacity of your organization? Will this grant put the educational 
or training institution on a more solid, permanent financial footing? Does it increase an 
organization's ability to use new media? 

This idea is all about new media. It's why the website is being created. We need to help others 
utilize the resources of the internet to make better decisions politically, fiscally, and in their daily 
lives. There is an information gap in this country that we believe this website is working to fill. We 
are breaking ground in new ways in order to leverage the tools of social media. 

F. Is the project applicable across all media platforms? Are broadcast, new media and magazine 
journalists part of the application pool and trainee pool? Are techniques, topics and values taught 
across platforms? 

Yes, this project is applicable across all media platforms. As noted throughout the proposal we will 
be integrating all types of media contributors into the site. 

G. What is the diversity portfolio of your organization? Does your organization have a diversity 
plan or statement of principles? What are your specific goals when striving to include women and 
people of color in your staff and programs? What is the current diversity census listing women and 
journalists of color of your program staff and participants? Are you on track to meeting your own 
goals? What recruiting techniques are you using? What barriers (institutional, demographic, etc.) do 
you encounter in trying to reach your diversity goals, and how are you working to overcome them? 

MPT is committed to diversity in its staff. 

In terms of content providers for the website, we have reached out to the following organizations to 
help us find contributors to the site: National Association of Black Journalists; National Association 
of Hispanic Journalists; Asian American Journalists Association; Women in Communications among 
others. 
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While the website is in its early stages, we haven't encountered issues with diversity. The effort will 
be among our top priorities and we move into the future. 

H. How does your project advance the fundamental values of press freedom, and journalism 
excellence? Does it include the context of the importance of news to open, self-governing societies? 
Does it consider public responsibility of journalists? 

The essence of a self-governing democracy is access to the information that keeps citizens informed. 
The Web is an immense treasure trove of such information but some of it can be hard to find. By 
curating important political and policy information, and by linking users to digital tools that enable them 
to research such matters on their own, our project will play a critical journalistic role in evaluating and 
distributing timely data. We will go one step further by not just analyzing such information, but creating 
a public dialogue -- through our blog and Facebook and Twitter pages -- in which readers and viewers 
can interact with professional journalists, and with each other. 
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BUDGET: REVENUES ALLOCATED TO THIS PROPOSAL 

You won't need to fill out all the spaces below, only the ones that apply to your proposal. Insert any additional budget items in 
the space provided under "Other." An explanation of this form appears on the following page. For multi-year proposals, please 
copy these forms and submit revenue and expense budgets for each year. 

Contributed Income 

1. Individual contributions 

2. Corporate contributions - attach list specifying contributors and amounts contributed 

3. Foundation grants (except Knight Foundation) - attach list specifying granters and 
amounts granted 

4. Government support a) Federal 

b) State 

c) Local 

5. Parent organization support 

6. Special events 

7. In-kind contributions 

8. Other - specify 

Total contributed income 

Earned Income 

9. Fees for services 

10. Admissions 

11. Memberships 

12. Publications and royalties 

13. Contracted services 

14. Rentals 

15. Other (specify) 

Total earned income 

Other Income 

16. Investment income 

17. Interest 

18. Other (specify) 

Total other income 

19. Knight Foundation request 

Total proposal revenues 

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSAL BUDGET REVENUE LINE ITEMS 
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$ 5,000 

$582,000 

$587,000 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$200,000 

$787,000 



Please provide details of all budget revenue items in the required budget narrative that follows on page 14. Identify confirmed 
and pending sources of income. 

Contributed Income 
1. Individual contributions: contributions by 

individuals for, or allocated to, this proposal. 
2. Corporate contributions: grants, sponsorship 

or other income from corporations for, or 
allocated to, this proposal. 

3. Foundation grants (except Knight): grants, 
sponsorship or other income from 
foundations other than Knight Foundation for, or 
allocated to, this proposal. 

4. Government support: 
a) Federal: grants or income from all federal 
sources for, or allocated to, this proposal. 
b) State: grants or income from all state sources 
for, or allocated to, this proposal. 
c) Local: grants or income from all county, city or 
municipal sources for, or allocated to, this 
proposal. 

5. Parent organization support: parent or sponsoring 
organization support allocated to this proposal, 
including cash payment made directly to your 
organization and cash payments made to the 
producers of goods or services provided directly 
to your organization without cost (e.g., 
maintenance, utilities or services provided by 
parent organization). Support included in this 
amount should not be included under "in-kind 
contributions." 

6. Special events: income from fund-raising and 
other special events for, or allocated to, this 
proposal. 

7. In-kind contributions: total value of in-kind 
contributions of personnel time, goods or services 
specifically associated with this proposal. Please 
itemize each category of contribution and the 
basis on which it was valued in budget narrative. 

8. Other: contributions from others not included in 
the above categories. Please identify source. 
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Earned Income 
9. Fees for services: fees paid by those benefiting 

from the proposal, including tuition for classes, 
fees for workshops or other educational 
programs, and similar items. 

10. Admissions: revenue derived from sale of 
tickets for events for, or allocated to, this 
proposal. 

11. Memberships: all revenue from memberships in 
your organization or associated auxiliary 
allocated to this proposal. 

12. Publications and royalties: income from sale of 
publications and reproduction rights; royalties 
earned on publications allocated to this proposal. 

13. Contracted services: revenue derived from the 
sale of services allocated to this proposal. 

14. Rentals: income from rental of facilities or 
equipment for, or allocated to, this proposal. 

15. Other: any other earned income not included in 
lines 9-14 that will be allocated to this proposal 
(e.g., advertising, concessions, gift shop). 
Please specify income source on budget fonm 
and provide additional detail in budget 
narrative. 

Other Income 
16. Investment income: income generated by 

endowment and allocated to this proposal. 
17. Interest: income generated from interest on non

endowment investments (e.g., savings accounts, 
certificates of deposit) and allocated to this 
proposal. 

18. Other: all other sources of revenue for, or 
allocated to, this proposal not derived from 
contributions, grants and parent organization 
support. Please specify income source on 
budget fonm and provide additional detail in 
budget narrative. 

19. Knight Foundation request: amount of support 
requested from Knight Foundation for this 
proposal. 



BUDGET: EXPENSES ALLOCATED TO THIS PROPOSAL 
You won't need to fill out all the spaces below. Use only those that apply to your proposal. Insert any additional budget 
items in the space provided under 'Other.• An explanation of this fonn appears on the following page. 
Note: We do not pay administrative salaries, wages or indirect I overhead costs. 

You may also attach a proposed budget using your organization's own fonnat. For multi-year proposals, please copy these 
fonns and submit revenue and expense budgets for each year, as well as summaty budgets for the entire proposal. For 
capital proposals please include a detailed proposal budget itemizing all the construction cost and other proposal expenses. 

Salaries and wages 
20. Program salaries and wages 

Title of position 

Host/Executive Editor 
Host 
Managing Editor 
Production Executive 
Photographer 
Editor 
Community Manager 

No. of People %timeon 
proposal 

1 75 
1 25 
1 10 
1 10 

Total program salaries and wages 

21. Program benefits 

22. Administrative salaries and 
wages {Indirect costs) 

Title of position 
Production assistant 100 

----

Total administrative salaries and wages 

23.Administrative benefits 
24. Contract services 

Type of consultant or contractor 

Other Expenses 
25. Travel 

No. days on 
proposal 

Total contract services 

26. Supplies and materials/production services 
27. Rent/utilities/insurance 
28. Postage and shipping 
29. Marketing 
30. Fund raising 
31. Capital expenses 
32. Other (specify) Production expenses not in-kind 

Total other expenses 

Daily rate 
fee basis 
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Knight All 
Foundation non-Knight 

Total Share Funds 

$100,000 $ 25,000 $75K 
$100,000 $ 25,000 $75 K 
$60,000 $ 20,000 $40,000 
$50,000 $10,000 $40,000 
$50,000 $10,000 $40,000 
$50,000 $5,000 $45,000 
$50,000 $5,000 $45,000 

$460K $360 K 
$100 K 

$69K $ $69 

$30,000 $30K 

$30,000 $30K 

$ $ 

$ $ $ 

$ $ $ 

$ $ $ 
$100,000 $20,000 $BOK 
$ 48,000 $30,000 $18K 
$1,000 
$50,000 $30,000 $20K 
$9,000 

$20,000 $20,000 
$ $100,00 



Total proposal expenses 
Proposal surplus (deficit) 

$787,000 

$ --

0 
$200K 

$ $587K 

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSAL BUDGET EXPENSE LINE ITEMS 
Please provide details of all budget expense items in the required budget narrative that follows on page 14. 

20. Program salaries and wages: payments of salaries and 
wages to program staff allocated for work directly related to 
this proposal. Please indicate position title, number of 
people with this title working on the proposal, the 
percentage of each person's time devoted to the proposal 
and the calculated cost of that time. 
For example: 
Title of position %time Total 

25. Travel: transportation and accommodations, per diem 
and mileage allowances, and lodging expenses or staff and 
contract personnel associated with the proposal. Please 
explain basis for cost calculations in budget narrative. 
26. Supplies and materials: costs of proposal materials, 
supplies and other consumables, equipment rentals and 
purchases of equipment valued at less than $1,000 per 
item. No. of 

people on 27. Rent/utilities/insurance: costs of space rental, heat, 
--:c,----.,-----,----:----------+-_.rP~ro'.!'.p::::os::::a::_I --+------ electricity, telephone and insurance whether directly related 

Director of education 25% $7,500 or allocated to this proposal. Please provide detail in budget 
(annual salary $30,000) narrative, indicating which are allocated and which are direct 

costs. 

21. Program benefits: costs other than wages or salaries 
that are attributable to the program employees above, such 
as Social Security, health insurance and pension 
contributions, prorated for this proposal. For example: If 
your organization's benefit package totals 15 % of gross 
salaries, the benefit for the Director of Education would be 
$1, 125 (.15 x $7,500). 
22. Administrative salaries and wages: payments of salaries 
and wages for time of non-program staff allocated to this 
proposal. (i.e.: director, accounts manager, etc.). Please 
indicate position title, number of people with this title, the 
percentage of each person's time devoted to the proposal 
and the calculated cost of that time. Knight Foundation 
will not pay for these indirect costs, but they may be 
included as part of your total proposal budget in the 
"All non-Knight funds" column. 
23. Administrative benefits: costs other than wages or 
salaries that are attributable to the non-program employees 
above, such as Social Security, health insurance and 
pension contributions, prorated for this proposal. 
24. Contract services: costs of personnel who are not on the 
staff of your organization, but whose services are required in 
order to complete the proposal successfully. This could 
include consultants, teachers, social workers, artists, 
technicians, advisers and support personnel. Please specify 
type of contractor, number of days committed to this 
proposal, rate charged per day (or other fee basis) and 
calculated total cost. 
For example: 
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28. Postage and shipping: postage, shipping and 
transportation costs such as trucking and hauling related to 
this proposal. 
29. Marketing: all costs for marketing/promotion such as 
ma~et research; campaign and materials development, 
design and production; advertising space or time; printing 
and mailing of brochures, flyers and posters; and other 
promotion and publicity activities related to this proposal. Do 
not include payments to individuals that belong under 
"Salaries and wages." 
30. Fund raising: all costs associated with fund-raising 
activities for this proposal, including materials development, 
design and production. Do not include payments to 
individuals that belong under "Salaries and wages." 
31. Capital expenses: expenses for purchases of facilities, 
vehicles and equipment; renovations or improvements 
involving structural changes; and other capital expenditures 
directly associated with this proposal. Applications for 
support of capital proposals should include a separate 
detailed proposal budget. 
32. Other expenses: all other expenses directly related to 
this proposal that are not included in the categories above. 
Please specify type of expense on budget form and provide 
additional detail in budget narrative. 

Note: Knight will not pay overhead or indirect costs 



Type of consultant or 
contractor 

No. days on Daily Total 
proposal rate 

Marketing 10 $250 $2,500 

13. Budget narrative: please provide concise detail to expense and revenue items. If line item is "0", 
no detail is needed. 

Revenues: 

1. Individual contributions: We have received contributions from individual contributor William 

Miller 5,000 for 2 years. 

2. Corporate contributions: 

3. Foundation grants: The grants we have requested from various foundations are still pending. 

4. Government support: 

5. Parent organization support: 

6. Special events: 

7. In-kind contributions: Team Sound and Vision is contributing $300,000 for furniture, phone 

system. It, space, rent, production, post production, studio rental, virtual set construction, web oversight. 

Howard Kurtz, host, is donating a portion of his salary as is Lauren Ashburn, Executive Editor and Host. 

8. Contributed income -other: 

9. Fees for services: 

10. Admissions: 

11. Memberships: 

12. Publications and royalties: 

13. Contracted services: 

14. Rentals: 

15: Earned income - other: 

16-18: Other income: 

Expenses: 

20. Program salaries and wages: Total salaries for two years equal $785,000. It includes all 

positions stated above. 

21. Program benefits: 15% of total salary base of$785,000 

22. Administrative salaries and wages (indirect costs): $30,000 for a production assistant 

23. Administrative benefits: Benefits are included in above salary. 
15 



200 South Biscayne Blvd. 
Miami, FL 33131-2349 

Or email the proposal to: grants@knightfdn.org and mail the attachments separately. 
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24. Contract services: 

25-32: Other expenses: A small amount of out-of-pocket photographer and editor expenses for the 

media innovation beat not covered in our in-kind agreement with Team will need to be paid. This does not 

include money for social media outreach and web maintenance which is also needed. 

Signature of CEO or Executive Director of 501(c)(3) organization, president or chancellor of university 

Date_December 10, 2010 

Signature: ____________________ _ 

Name and title:_Joe Krushinsky/Development 

Important! 

Please include the.following required supporting documents. Your proposal will not be complete without these 
documents: 

• Organization's current annual operating budget, including revenues and expenses 
• List of organization's governing body and its officers, showing business, professional and community affiliations 
• Most recent IRS letter stating that your organization is exempt from tax under Section 501(c)(3) and is not a private 

foundation according to Section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code 
• Organization's most recent audited financial statement (must not be over one year old) 

As a potential grantee of Knight Foundation, please be aware of the following: 

Submission ofthis proposal indicates your organization's permission for Knight Foundation to ask people who 
are not members of the Foundation's staff to review the proposal and to give advice and information to the 
Foundation about your organization, board, staff and others with whom you are affiliated. 

Materials submitted to Knight Foundation as part of the proposal process become the property of the 
Foundation and will not be returned. The materials will be used as the Foundation deems appropriate. They are 
not subject to any right of confidentiality unless specifically agreed to in writing by Knight Foundation. 

Knight Foundation is under no obligation to fund or otherwise have a future relationship with the applicant. If it 
does choose to have a relationship, Knight Foundation may suggest various kinds of relationships, including 
contracts, grants, loans, program-related investments, or other kinds of investments and relationships. 

Please return the proposal form and required attachments to: 

Grants Manager 
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 
Wachovia Financial Center 
Suite 3300 
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